
1. Arina Invest Oy (Medipool is the brand/marketing name of the service provided)
2. MediPool is working within the healthcare staffing industry
3. Our target group is healthcare professionals (ie. doctors, dentists, nurses) and private healtcare 

HR & staffing companies who need healtcare personnel/professionals/employees.
4. We offer recruiting services mainly for private healthcare HR & staffing companies.

1. There are none at the moment. We did a short pilot on Meta platform. Pilot was done using a sales 
funnel (ad on Meta and a landing page where prospects may fill in a form about their desired 
work). Pilot was a success and proof of concept in sense of getting leads (applicants sending their 
desired job description) from healtcare professionals. The next step will be ontacting the possible 
clients
(healtcare staffing companies) who will hire these applicants. Medipool makes it's revenue 
from recruitment fees, ie 🡪 1 nurse recruited to a client cost 1 month nurse salary etc.

2. www.medipool.fi
3. There is one in Facebook but not really done properly yet.
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1. The aim is to get as many valid jobseekers as possible who have filled in their jobseeker's 
expectations on the jobseeker's application form. These jobseekers can then be offered 
to private recruitment agencies for a fee.

2. One test has been carried out on the Meta platform and it showed that the advertising/myth 
funnel works and a dozen job applications with job offers have been received. In this pilot, the 
marketing budget was around €300.

1. It is advisable to start with a reasonable advertising budget, as the guarantee is that these 
applicants will also be employed. In other words, depending on the situation, advertising will 
then be adjusted as necessary.

2. My own technical knowledge is quite limited. My friend Sampsa Sipilä has made the MediPool 
website and he can help with the technical stuff.

5. Competitive environment

1. Information on competitors in the sector

2. Strengths/weaknesses in relation to competitors

1. There is NO known comparable operator in the sector. This has both pros and cons. Clients need to be 
"taught" to use this kind of "headhunting" service in the recruitment of health professionals.

2. There are no known direct competitors.

6. Desired outcomes/challenges you want student groups to address

1. Possible challenges/problems you are currently facing with your online marketing

2. What marketing results do you hope to achieve through this student partnership?



1. The challenge will be to sell the service to staffing firms. I believe that applicants will be found, but 
getting the service known to the customer interface can be a challenge. Another challenge is targeting 
the right audience so that the advertising budget is not spent on the wrong target audience. Meta does 
not allow targeting recruitment ads on the grounds of non-discrimination.

2. I hope to get a lot of job seekers and ready-made advertisements that can then be put on different 
platforms as and when needed to attract job seekers.

7. Contact information (for the administration of the student competition; name may 

be withheld if desired) Name: Harri Oksanen

E-mail address: harri@arinaconsulting.fi 

Telephone: 040 753 0528

Website: www.medipool.fi

We genuinely appreciate your interest in participating in this competition and providing future digital 
marketers with a genuine learning experience!

If you have any questions, please contact me: Kai Schleutker 040 

3550943 kai.schleutker@turkuamk.fi
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